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Thank you for the purchase of a GEM car charger
upgrade, rebuilding and reprogramming
Important information about your purchase
This is an exchange for your working or non-working charger program. There is
no core program and because we are frequently asked about a “Core Charge”
program, it’s worth explaining the reason why an exchange is required:
Most would think that you could pay a core charge until yours is returned,
however this is a unique situation. There are no used cores available other
than the ones we currently own. Therefore the core charge would have to
be equivalent to a new charger because that's the only way to get one if a
core is not returned. New chargers are very costly, and as a result the
cost of upgrading with a core charge policy would be prohibitively
expensive. We have found our replacement program to provide the best
value to our customers by offering charger upgrades at the lowest cost
possible.
Non working chargers
We check the working condition of chargers as we receive them. If you have a
charger that is not working we can fix it. In fact, we will be giving you one of our
replacement chargers so you will not find a quicker fix for a bad charger.
However, there is an additional charge for a charger repair above the charge for
an upgrade. Simply give us a call, at 631-544-9572, prior to sending your charger
for a quote.
Charger removal and rebuilding/upgrade form
Once you review our online video instructions (www.ride-4-fun.com/instructions)
and remove your charger we ask that you print out page 2 of this document, fill it
out and send it in with your core.
Shipping to Ride -4-Fun is safe and we ask that you do not use methods were
signatures are necessary for delivery as this will delay your shipment.

Ride-4-Fun.com, LLC
(631)544-9572

on the web at www.ride-4-fun.com
ride4fun@optonline.net
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GEM Car Charger Upgrade and Rebuilding Form
Instructions
To ensure proper handling of your charger and accurate
Reprogramming/rebuilding this form must be filled out and shipped with your
charger

Your Address
Please provide the address of where you like your charger returned:
Your name ________________________________ Phone Number ______________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________ State: _______________ Zip: _____________
Important:
Ride-4-Fun uses UPS to ship, UPS will not ship to PO Boxes therefore we
need your street address.

Upgrade/Rebuild/Reprogram Information
Your charger (please answer each question – check yes or no for each):
Yes

No

1. Is this a correctly working charger?

[ ]

[ ]

2. Do you have gel batteries?

[ ]

[ ]

3. Have the batteries been changed in the car?

[ ]

[ ]

4. Is this for stock size batteries?
(i.e.130 Amp hour rating)

[ ]

[ ]

5. Have you upgraded to bigger batteries?
(i.e.150 Amp hour rating)

[ ]

[ ]

Shipping
Your charger with this form must be shipped to:
Ride-4-Fun.com, LLC
55 Huntington Lane
Riverhead, NY 11901
You can choose any shipping method, however we strongly recommend you don’t use a
shipping service which requires signature (such as US Postal Service) – Requiring a
signature can delay processing – we recommend UPS as they deliver everyday to Ride4-Fun.
Ride-4-Fun.com, LLC
(631)544-9572

on the web at www.ride-4-fun.com
ride4fun@optonline.net

